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Summary... 

PICs are faced with complex trade integration options: 
PICTA, PACER, EPAs 

 

PICs (govts, companies, employees, and public)  

are not prepared for PICTA 

 

PICs focused on EPAs with EU 

EPAs have significant aid benefits but ... 

But EPAs will also trigger PACER 

PICs are not prepared for PACER effects 

PACER has major fiscal costs for PIC govts 

PACER will undo effects of PICTA 



Summary (cont) 

PICs fear/dont want to trigger PACER 

But PACER promises trade benefits for Aust/NZ 

which PICs should trade for specific benefits 

access for unskilled labour (remittances: eg Fiji) 

Permanent Residence  flexibility 

investment in comparative advantage areas: tourism, 
fisheries, timber industries 

Super 12 rugby 

 

But “Jekyll and Hyde” attitudes by Australia/NZ and 
PICs 

are retarding more appropriate regional relationships 

and retarding progress towards genuine PECPC 



PIC regional and international ties that bind.. 

PICTA: Pacific Island Countries Trade Agreement  

(most FICs) 

 

 

PACER:  Pacific Agreement on Closer Economic Relations  

  (FICs including Australia and NZ) 

 

 

EPAs: Economic Partnership Agreements with the EU- trade 
side of Cotonou Agreement  (post 2007) 

 



And also .. 

WTO World Trade Organisation   

(Papua New Guinea, Fiji and Solomon Islands)  

(may join: Vanuatu, Samoa and Tonga.) 

 

MSG: Melanesian Spearhead Group Trade Agreement  

(Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and Fiji) 

 

SPARTECA 

(most southern PICS and Aus/NZ) 

 

US Special relationships: Compacts of Free Association  

(Palau, R of Marshall Is, FSM) 

 

NZ special relationships: Cook Islands, Niue 



Objectives of agreements? 

Instruments to accelerate PIC economic development 

 

Create employment 

 

Increase incomes 

 

Improve standards of living. 

 

Reduce poverty 



PICTA 

Excludes Australia and NZ 

 

Signed by all FICs in August 2001 

 

Came into effect in 2003 when “ratified” by at least 6:  
Fiji, PNG, Solomon Is, Tonga, Samoa, Cook Islands, 

Niue, Nauru, Kiribati 

 

Vanuatu and Tuvalu not ratified yet. 

 

US Compact countries given grace period (to seek 
waiver from US on their MFN relationship) 



PACER: signed by all PICs 

If any PIC “commences formal negotiations for free trade 

arrangements” with developed country, then they must 

commence similar FTA negotiations with Australia and NZ 

 

Or PACER negotiations 8  years after PICTA comes in 

 

PACER not symmetrical:  

converse obligation only for “improved market access” for PICs 

 

PACER has provisions for aid to facilitate trade (not extra?) 



Objectives of PICTA:  trade liberalisation 

gradual elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade  

(over ten to twelve years) 

 

clear rules for trade  

Rules of Origin (ROO): min 50% local value added 

 

Under conditions of fair competition 

 

eventual creation of a single regional market  

 

with due concern for LDCs and SISs, indigenous peoples  

 

Negatives list/infant industries etc 



Supposed economic advantages of PICTA: 

fostering international competitiveness 

larger market size , economies of scale, more competition and  

enhanced investment 

 

 

Training ground for businesses to cope with world 

 

Training ground for governments:  

 fiscal reforms; legislation/regulations 

product standards, phytosanitary measures, quarantine, customs  



Supposed political advantages of PICTA 

Small PICs with one voice in international fora 

 

“Lock-in” of economic policies:  

helps PIC governments against lobby groups 

 

Aid incentives provided by Aus & NZ 

 

EU logic?   

EPAs likely to be more favourable (and WTO compatible)   

if PICs are part of an FTA.  



Cotonou Agreement: a development partnership? 

“To assist ACPs with sustainable development” 

“to reduce and eradicate poverty” 

 

 

But also encourage 

 

 

“regional and sub-regional integration processes which 

foster the integration of the ACP countries into the 

world economy in terms of trade and private 

investment”.  



The EPAs 

Post 2007 EPAs will have to be “equivalent to their existing 
situation and in conformity with WTO rules” (????) 

 

Current non-reciprocal Lome Arrangements  

covered by waiver obtained by the EU from WTO.   

EU view: WTO regulations will not allow discrimination 
between different groups of LDCs;   

EU unlikely to obtain extension of waiver 

 

EPAs will probably require “reciprocity” by the ACP states: 

i.e will require reductions in import tariffs  by PICs 

Question: how severe will reductions be? 



Inevitable reduction/elimination  

of import duties on imports from EC? 

Definition of  “substantially all trade” (SAT)  

on which duties expected to be eliminated. 

 

One scenario:  elimination of duty on 90% of all 

imports from the EC. 

 

EU trade is not a problem for PACPs….  

 

But serious problem if  PACER is triggered and  

PICs have to offer same duty concession  to Aust/NZ 



Sources of PIC import duty revenues 

 Percentage of total import duty revenues collected 

Origin Fiji Kiribati Marshalls Niue Samoa Vanuatu 

ANZ 51 69 8 98 53 60 

            Australia 42 63 7 0 14 44 

            NZ 9 5 1 98 39 15 

EU 1 0   5 4 

PICTA       

            Fiji  13   9 9 

            PNG      2 

United States 1  53  12  

Others 47 18 39 2 22 25 

All 100 100 100 100 100 100 

 



Benefits of RTAs among LDCs? 

Vamvakadis (1998): 5 RTAs in 70s and 80s: none led to faster 
growth largely because "most of these agreements were among 

small, closed and developing economies". 

 

Vamvakadis (1999): time series study over 43 years found that 
those that liberalised broadly grew faster in both the  short and 

long term but slower after RTA. 

   

Venables (2003): developing countries better served by "north-
south" than by "south-south" agreements.  

 

PICs:  Filmer and Lawson (1999): largest welfare gains  

only if FTA included Australia and NZ;  

minimal benefits if PICTA excludes Aust/NZ 



The reality of PICTA 

tiny populations: is total market size really 7 millions? 

 

low incomes per capita 

 

lack of regular communications links  

 

lack of developed infrastructure 

 

similarity of resource endowments 

 

Are PIC producers really geared to export drives and 

regional competition?  



The downsides of PICTA  

One firm drives out small producers (PIC reactions)? 

Monopolists capture the benefits of trade diversion 

Competition neither feasible nor desirable  

esp. if encouraged by protection or subsidies 

 

Investors may invest new capital for larger market only if capital 
can be returned quickly: monopoly exploitation 

and/or tariff protection against non-PICTA products 

ie expands production and employment in PICs 

 

All eventually to be undone by PACER and/or WTO 

(one day's MNC production= annual output of PIC firm) 

While more powerful opposition lobby groups in the future 



The reality of PIC protectionism 

Failure of MSG Agreement 

Recent experiences: even in Fiji 

 

Pervasive protectionism throughout PICs 

Minimal jobs, minimal value added 

Public consumer interest easily sacrificed: 

 

PIC exporters frustrated over national reactions  

To really tiny amounts of PIC trade 

 



PICs unprepared for PICTA 

While macro effects of PICTA may be small 

“Micro” effects drastic on specific industries 

Collapse of firms, dozens out of work 

With no alternatives: given lack of growth of PIC economies 

Knee-jerk government reactions inevitable 

 

PIC govts. have not assessed long-term viability of 
industries/firms  affected by PICTA  

Nor weighed up trade-offs between jobs/incomes/taxes, and loss 
of consumer surplus/consumer choice 

 

PACER (with likely losses of thousands of jobs) 

is not even on PIC radars 



eg Tobacco product industries in PICs 

One company- British American Tobacco (BAT) 

operating in PNG, Solomon Islands, Fiji and Samoa.    

 

Employment significant in PIC formal sector context.   

PNG:  255 Fiji: 132,  Solomon Is: 161    Samoa: 46. 

Fiji farms: 197 persons (mostly P/T) 

 

BAT operates as virtual monopolies (high tariff protection) 

High excise duty revenues for government 

High salaries and wages for staff 

But facing world-wide pressure on health grounds  

(PIC govts signatories to WHO conventions) 



Impact of PICTA 

PNG, Samoa and Solomon Is use imported tobacco and inputs:  

cannot satisfy 50% ROO requirement for export under PICTA 

 

73% of tobacco used by BAT (Fiji) domestically grown;  

Only Fiji factory capable of supplying PICTA market under 
ROO (unless others grow own tobacco). 

 

Fiji exports would lead to closure of other factories,  

loss of jobs, incomes, taxes 

 

Fiji production, employment would increase under PICTA;  

fall in other PICs 



PIC govt. reactions: 2003 

No  PIC govt. accepts the demise of their cigarette “industry". 

 

Opposition to PICTA trade: protection of "local jobs". 

 

Not a factor that cig factories not genuine industries;  

 

Nor that these factories will never become internationally 
competitive (not genuine infant industries) 

 

Not a factor: that loss of consumer surplus and choice costs 
country more than value of jobs. 

 

There are many such “industries” in PICs 



Impact of PACER 

BAT would close all PIC factories 

 

Many such industries in PICs 

PACER loss of jobs and incomes greater than PICTA 

  

All PICs have poor record of growth and job creation 

PICs will have difficulty with mass redundancies 

 

PIC govts, companies and employees not prepared  

for PACER job massacres ahead 

for end of SPARTECA,  

for end of EU preferences 

for WTO implications 



If EPAs trigger PACER 

Large reduction of import duties (on Aust/NZ goods) 

 

Loss to PIC govts of 40% to 80% of duty revenues 

 

PIC difficulties in fiscal adjustment 



Current PACP strategy on EPAs 

Use loss of duty revenues as bargaining chip with EU 

Seek additional dev resources; concessions on Mode 4   

Use EU concessions as precedents for PACER  

 

But little trading benefit for EU  

(Fisheries agreements may be separate from EPAs) 

 

Any concessions to PACPs may weaken EU's bargaining hand  

with larger ACPs and developing countries 

 

Will EU be “softies” when it comes to trading interests? 

 



Kava disaster: an anomaly or  symptom? 

Kava one of very few products in which  

PICs have comparative advantage 

 

But threat to sales of EU pharmaceutical companies 

Kava imports from PICs banned 

PIC kava exports, incomes, employment devastated 

 

EC stood watching: a development partnership? 

EC now apparently powerless to reverse bans?  

 

EU attitudes in matters affecting trade, commercial interests? 



Will Aust/NZ be “softies” in trade negotiations? 

If EU drives a hard bargain with PICs on SAT 

 

What incentive for A/NZ to give concessions   

better than that given by EU 

 

Pressure via WTO on A/NZ by other developed countries? 

 

Note: Australian case in WTO against EU sugar preferences, if 
successful, will destroy Fiji’s sugar industry and lead to loss of 

livelihood for hundreds of thousands of people  

 

Note: A/NZ opposition to making minimum value added 
concessions in SPARTECA 



Alternative approach: 

pro-active triggering of PACER 

Given significant trading advantages for Aust. and NZ 
if PICs reduce import duties under PACER 

 

Can PICs trade-off duty reduction  

for specific benefits from Aust and NZ?  

  

Flexibility with respect to PR 

Access for PIC unskilled labour (remittance benefits) 

investment in comparative advantage areas 

Access for PICs to Super 12 

(then use these as yard-stick with EPA negotiations) 



Australian and NZ aid/immigration  anomaly 

Has Aus/NZ aid failed the Pacific?  Nice debate.   

 

Not debated: for decades, skilled people needed in PICs 

have been sucked out to Aus/NZ by their points system 

 

Partly replaced by expensive TA from donors  

 

The debilitating loss of skills continues from PICs 

 

But not of  PIC unskilled workers 



PR flexibility for PIC skilled and professional  labour? 

Australia/NZ PR schemes require PIC citizens to fulfil minimum 
periods in residence in Australia/NZ or lose PR 

 

But if residence in PICs also acceptable for  Aus/NZ PR 

 

Many skilled and professional PIC citizens would remain in 
PICs during certain parts of their life cycle:  

young children, retirement etc 

 

Assisting PICs in their development effort 

 

While sparing Aust/NZ aid programmes from finding more 
costly TAs to replace these citizens 



Access for unskilled labour:  resistance? 

Australian govts. reluctant to allow migration  

of unskilled/semi-skilled labour from the Pacific 

 

Helen Hughes “to suggest that special exemptions should be 
made for unskilled (perhaps temporary) workers is the height of 

paternalism.  People in the Pacific are just as able to acquire 
qualifications as those in other countries from which Australia 

receives immigrants”. 

 

Helen Ware  (2003) “now is not the moment” to consider some 
form of guest-worker scheme for Pacific Islanders. 

 

But Bedford: “sustainable development in Melanesia in the 
twenty-first century, as in Australia and NZ, will depend heavily 
on opportunities for young people to travel overseas for training 

and employment”. 



a “win win” situation? 

Labour shortages in ANZ in low wage occupations/hardships;  

Long-term population pressures from Indonesia, SE Asia 

 

PIC citizens eager to fill the gaps: at wages higher than PICs, 
lower than currently prevailing in Australia. 

 

A/NZ would not be flooded by PIC citizens (small numbers) 

 

PICs benefit from reduced unemployment and crime;  

better environment for investment 

reduce undesirable export of labour: nurses, security 

Crucial significance of remittances 

eg vulnerable stagnating Fiji economy 



Investment as % GDP 

 

 
Public Private Total 

1970 - 74 8.1 13.6 21.7 

1975 - 79 12.2 12.3 22.4 

1980 - 84 12.6 12.4 25.0 

1985 - 89 5.9 9.9 15.8 

1990 - 94 8.3 4.7 13.0 

1995 - 99 8.3 4.0 12.3 

2000-2002 9.3 3.3 12.6 



Remittances: development value better than aid 

•earned income, not aid:   savings after normal consumption 

 

•no need for borrowing from banks/collateral requirements 

 

•avoids high interest rates of hire-purchase (curse of the poorer 
classes) and informal money-lenders 

 

•typical uses: house-building, education, durable consumer goods 

 

•much spent in rural areas 

 

•income for poorer classes 

 



Significance of remittances: Fiji  

 Total Remittances as % of  Merchandise exports ($m) 

 Remittances ($m)* Merch. Exports Merch. Imports  Sugar Gold Textiles 

1993 36 7 4  259 58 - 
1994 45 8 5  267 51 51 

1995 43 7 5  280 54 26 

1996 46 7 5  300 73 50 

1997 59 11 6  169 47 88 

1998 64 10 7  173 46 93 

1999 47 7 4  303 37 88 

2000 92 14 9  284 41 87 

2001 175 31 18  214 43 67 

2002 212 37 19  241 44 29 

2003 231 43 19     

 



Remittances and balance of payments  

 Total Investment Current Acct  Remittances as % of 
 Remittances Income Net Balance  Net. Inv.Income Cur.cct.Balance 

 $millions $millions $millions  % % 

1993 36 -84 -125  43 28 

1994 45 -126 -92  36 49 

1995 43 -101 -26  43 165 

1996 46 -86 88  54 -53 

1997 59 -104 50  56 -118 

1998 64 -162 -17  40 376 

1999 47 -173 -141  27 34 

2000 92 -69 -203  133 45 

2001 175 -170 -126  103 139 

2002 212 -170 -145  125 146 

2003 231 -170 -145  136 160 

 



Remittances and Investment 

 Total   Gross fixed capital formation ($millions) 

 Remittances  Government Public Ent. Private Total 

1993 36  63 182 119 365 
1994 45  69 142 110 321 

1995 43  67 169 115 350 

1996 46  88 84 125 297 

1997 59  96 114 103 312 

1998 64  110 240 132 482 

1999 47  130 224 153 507 

2000 92  103 190 110 403 

2001 175  132 253 131 517 

2002 212      

2003 231      

 



Neglected disaster:  loans to agriculture 

 Loans to Agriculture ($m) Total ($m) Total Loans Agric. as 

 Comm. Banks Dev.  Bank Agriculture ($m) % of Total 

1993 138 72 210 1279 16 
1994 139 76 215 1399 15 

1995 113 73 186 1457 13 

1996 104 74 178 1495 12 

1997 64 73 137 1358 10 

1998 50 91 140 1427 10 

1999 42 62 104 1487 7 

2000 40 59 99 1498 7 

2001 27 57 83 1431 6 

2002 29 37 65 1457 4 

2003 25 33 58 1642 4 

 



Note: Fiji’s trade imbalance with A/NZ 

No need for bilateral balance, but.... 

Fiji’s income/consumption  =>  A/NZ exports 

 Imports Trade Def Tr.Def. as  Imports Trade Def Tr.Def. as  
 from Australia Australia % of Imports from NZ NZ % of Imports 

 $mil $mil % $mil $mil % 

2000 820 -474 -58 285 -233 -82 

2001 719 -406 -56 338 -287 -85 

2002 827 -548 -66 375 -318 -85 

2003 766 -430 -56 384 -327 -85 

 



Remittance minus: departing nurses  

 Nurses Nurses 
 Graduating Resigning 

1998 106 85 

1999 109 129 

2000 110 130 

2001 130 124 

2002 123 79 

Total: 1998 to 2003 578 547 

 



Health system creaking 

Resigning nurses more experienced 

Over last decade, some 50% of total stock 

Severe shortages in Fiji; low salaries: low morale etc 

 

Nurse Training School: doubling of intake 

But same physical capacity: over-crowding 

Despite fees: 2000 applicants for only 200 places 

 

A/NZ investment in PIC nurse training schools? 

 

More nurse training for local use and export  



Export of security personnel: pluses and minuses 

Thousands of Fijians in armies in UK/A/NZ 

UN peace keeping duties: Middle East, Timor 

Recently with private companies  (GRSL:Iraq) 

Thousands more on waiting lists 

 

Remittances benefits: yes, but minuses? 

 

Differential pay scales (Fijians and Gurkhas) 

 

Vulnerability of Fiji’s tourism industry to terrorism 

 

Return of thousands of mercenaries (not disciplined peace-keepers) 



A/NZ creation/coordination of regional security forces? 

A/NZ will need regional soldiers for other “RAMSIs? 

 

Long-term PECP will need ANZ/PIC defence forces: policing 
fisheries, terrorist activities, criminal activities 

 

UN peace-keeping by UN will be growing business as “world 
government” develops: PICs have difficulty tendering  

 

Opportunity: A/NZ recruitment of regional security forces:  

gradualist approach to integration in regional security provision 

 

 

Q: who would have enforced external judges’ decision in Fiji 
constitution case if Fiji’s Interim Govt had refused to abide?  



And trade liberalisation in rugby? 

PICs have comparative advantage in rugby. 

 

Individual PIC stars can play for the Super Twelve 

teams,  

 

But PIC teams are denied entry 

 

While Aust/NZ extol virtures of trade deregulation, 

competition and free access 

 



Rugby colonialism and protectionism?   

In colonial era: raw materials allowed duty-free entry 

Value added products: faced higher duties or NTBs 

 

PIC players allowed into Super 12, but not PIC teams 

 

No free trade in A/NZ rugby; no open competition;  

no free entry/exit of firms 

 

unlike British soccer league 



legitimate WTO-compatible business denied to PICs 

“home games” rotated between Fiji, Samoa and Tonga 

Major boost to domestic rugby. 

 

Major boost for PIC tourism: local and foreign fans 

advertisement of PIC tourism industries 

Genuine/only economic growth area 

 

Weekly: making PICs part of A/NZ consciousness 

 

Boost to Australian/NZ investment in PICs 



Failure of A/NZ investment in PICs 

Historical dominance of A/NZ trading companies, 

banks, insurance companies, manufacturers 

 

But little new investment in WTO-compatible areas 

 

tourism, agriculture, forestry and fisheries 

 

new areas: ICT industries, retirement homes, etc 



Why unrealistic integration options?  

Pacific Economic and Political Community  

 

(eg. a recent Australian Senate Committee Report) 

 

Common currency/Australian $/whatever 

Requiring harmonisation of fiscal and monetary 

policies etc 

 

Opposition from PIC/NZ governments: surely expected 

 

Grand approaches: surely impractical 



“Jekyll and Hyde”: the PIC leaders  

Many PICs and PIC regional organisations financially 
dependent on Australia and NZ aid 

But resent donor attempt to influence PIC policies 

 

PICs talk of encouraging foreign investment 

But nationalists decry foreign investment  

and deny access/work to A/NZ citizens in PICs 

 

PIC govts. oppose a formal SPEPC 

rhetoric of “loss of national sovereignty”  

and “national identity” 

 



PIC elite interests not the same as     

those of ordinary citizens 

Most PIC citizens in a referendum would value  

access to A/NZ labour markets & “bread and butter” issues 

far more than PIC “sovereignty”, “culture” and “identity” 

 

Q: how encourage integration of ordinary people’s interests (for 

A/NZ/PICs) without infringing on  

leaders’ concerns about “national sovereignty”? 

 

 

Need for marginalist approach:  

 

not grand airy fairy models  



Visionary PICs 

Would reduce protection for inefficient industries 

and prepare employees/firms for transition to  

PACER/WTO-compatible industries and employment  

 

Would prioritise/initiate PACER negotiations   

 

Would offer trade deregulation to A/NZ products 

allow investment/access for A/NZ citizens 

 

in return for access for PIC unskilled labour 

 

Other specific negotiated benefits 

 



Visionary Australia and NZ 

genuine “big brothers” (not Big Brothers) 

Take pro-active role through PACER 

 

Take the lead in regional integration:  

in PIC interests as well  

(not just A/NZ security and trading interests) 

 

Assist PICs in making PACER/WTO adjustments 

 

Investments, access to unskilled labour, flexible PR, Super 12 

 

Leading to economic growth, rising standards of living 



Regional nirvana? 

A grand PEPC: Australia/NZ/PICs 

 

Control of the South Pacific ocean 

 

Covering a quarter of the world’s globe 

 

The power of a score of votes in international fora  

 

UN, WTO, IMF, WB, ADB 

 

All the world bodies 



The global trends? 

The rest of the world is integrating 

 

EU, NAFTA, ASEAN,… 

 

Australia and US: FTA? 

NZ and China: FTA? 

 

And A/NZ with the South Pacific? 

where A/NZ belong? 

stuttering along? 



Thank you. 

 

 

 

Questions and comments 

 


